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I've searched for similar problems but didn't find a solution. A: I would recommend you to try to install it again, go to Control Panel, System and Security, Administrative Tools, Computer Management, Install OO.Defrag.Professional.v16.0.135.Incl.Keygen-MESMERiZE Click on the Install button. Choose "Repair your installation" and follow the steps. Q: Calling
functions from external libraries, such as SQLite with C++ Builder I'm trying to call an external function in SQLite from my c++ builder application. The method should be available, and I tried it like this: TClient * db = new TClient(); db->sqlite_create_function("func", "func", 1, SQLITE_UTF8, NULL, SQLITE_CREATE_FUNCTION); However, it appears that
SQLite is not compiled with sqlite_create_function(). I have sqlite3.h in the includes and sqlite3.dll in the libs. I'm using x86 release version of SQLite 3.6.21.1 (Win32) built on 2014-03-09 21:18:13 MSVC2015 How can I call functions from an external library (such as SQLite) in C++ Builder? EDIT: The solution I found is to change it to
db->sqlite_create_function_v2("func", "func", 1, SQLITE_UTF8, NULL, SQLITE_CREATE_FUNCTION);, which is the correct one. A: After checking the source code, it seems that SQLite has a static (but non-exported) function sqlite3_create_function(). Since your code is inside of an extern "C" block, the function cannot be used. (It is not exported because you
are linking with a library that does not include the functions. Note that this is a different issue than in C where you would be able to use this function in an extern "C" block: This function is not part of the C standard library. (It is not part of the C++ standard library either.) If you cannot use this, then you can either copy the code from the SQLite sources (which is
probably not that much work) or you can use the SQLite header 2d92ce491b
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